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ABSTRACT

A garment for health care use is disclosed. The garment
comprises at least one rear panel, at least two front panels and
a plurality of releasable seams, positioned along peripheral
regions of said at least one rear panel and said at least two
front panels for releasably connecting said at least two front
panels to said at least one rear panel. Each of the at least two
front panels is permanently connected to the at least one rear
panel at least one position. At least a portion of one the front
panels overlaps the other. The rear and front panels each
comprise a plurality of flaps or regions which can be folded
over when in use as worn by a wearer, to expose different
areas of said wearer's body.
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PATIENT GARMENT
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. The present invention relates to a garment, particu
larly although not exclusively to a patient garment for use in
health care.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Conventional hospital gowns are provided for
patients when in hospital, to use instead of the patient’s nor
mal clothes. There are several reasons for using hospital
gowns including:
0003 Hospital gowns are more hygienic; the patients
own clothes may be dirty or contain bacteria.
0004 Hospital gowns in some cases are made of paper
or thin plastic and can therefore be incinerated, reducing
the transmission of disease and infection.

0005 Health care workers find that thin hospital gowns
are convenient for listening to the heart and lungs of
patients.
0006 Nurses giving injections to patients find it easier
when the patient is wearing a gown rather than their
normal clothing.
0007 Hospital gowns are thinner and looser than nor
mal clothing, so patients are less likely to overheat.
0008. There are several types of known hospital gown,
including those for normal patient use, and those for special
use including for example bariatric gowns and maternity
gowns. Known hospital gowns include rear opening clinic
gowns, and front opening kimonotype gowns.
0009 Referring to FIG. 1 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in view from the front, an example of a known rear
opening hospital gown. The gown comprises a single piece,
having left and right sleeves, through which the arms can be
fitted, and which is tied at the rear by one or more Velcro(R)
type fastenings or one or more tie straps.
0010 A problem with the known hospital gowns of the
rear opening or Smock type consisting of a sheet like section
with two arms folded around the wearer from the front and

tied at the rear near the spine, are that the gown must be
removed almost entirely for any procedure to the front body
area. Further, when worn, the gowns generally do not cover
the patient’s nether regions completely, and therefore leads to
loss of dignity of the patient. This type of gown can leave part
of the wearer's back and buttocks exposed.
0011 Referring to FIG. 2 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in view from the front, a known front opening clinic
gown. The front opening gown is based on a kimono style,
which is worn similarly to a coat or dressing gown, and which
has two front flaps which cross over the body. A first front flap
is secured by a tie Strap near the right hip and a second front
flap is secured by a second tie Strip on the left hip, presenting
externally. The gown is of a loose fitting and comfortable
nature.

0012 Known hospital gowns are made in a variety of
colors and different fabrics and sizes for both female and male

patients, and are used in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes and
the like.

0013 The specific embodiments presented herein aim to
provide a garment which allows easy access to a patients
body areas without removal of the garment, and whilst at the
same time being comfortable to use, and maintaining a
patient’s modesty and dignity. The specific embodiments pre
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sented herein aim to provide a more acceptable garment to a
patient which is both comfortable and dignified for a patent
and practical for health care workers and patient’s alike.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0014. According to a first aspect there of the present inven
tion, there is provided a patient garment for health care use,
said garment comprising:
0.015 at least one rear panel;
0016 at least two front panels; and
0017 a plurality of releasable seams, positioned along
peripheral regions of said at least one rear panel and said
at least two front panels for releasably connecting said at
least two front panels to said at least one rear panel;
wherein

0.018 each of the at least two front panels is perma
nently connected to the at least one rear panel at at least
one position;
0.019 at least a portion of one the front panels overlaps
the other; and

0020 said rear and front panels each comprise a plural
ity of flaps or regions which can be folded over when in
use as worn by a wearer, to expose different areas of said
wearer's body.
0021. The garment according to this aspect can advanta
geously be worn Front-to-back as expected for most situa
tions, but also back-to-front when the wearer's ailment, or

body part treatment, or some other condition, requires it.
0022. Other aspects are as set out in the claims herein.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0023 For a better understanding of the invention and to
show how the same may be carried into effect, there will now
be described by way of example only, specific embodiments,
methods and processes according to the present invention
with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:
0024 FIG. 1 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a known hospital gown of the rear opening type;
0025 FIG. 2 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a known hospital gown of the front opening robe or kimono
type;

0026 FIG. 3 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a patient garment according to a specific embodiment herein
in view from the front;

0027 FIG. 4 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
the embodiment patient garment in view from the rear;
0028 FIG. 5 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a jacket, shirt or top of the patient garment of FIG.3 herein in
a first opened up configuration in view from the front;
0029 FIG. 6 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a jacket, shirt or top of the patient garment of FIG.3 herein in
a second opened up configuration as viewed from the front;
0030 FIG. 7 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a jacket, shirt or top of the patient garment of FIG.3 herein in
a third opened up configuration as viewed from the front;
0031 FIG. 8 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a pair of trousers, pants or bottoms comprising the patient
garment of FIG.3 in a first opened up configuration as viewed
from the front;

0032 FIG. 9 illustrates schematically in perspective view,
a pair of trousers, pants or bottoms comprising the patient
garment of FIG. 3 in a second opened up configuration as
viewed from the front;
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0033 FIG. 10 illustrates schematically in perspective
view, a pair of trousers, pants or bottoms comprising the
patient garment of FIG. 3 in view from the left hand side;
0034 FIG. 11 illustrates schematically in perspective
view, a pair of trousers, pants or bottoms comprising the
patient garment of FIG. 3 in a third opened up configuration
as viewed from the left hand side; and

0035 FIG. 12 illustrates schematically in perspective
view, a pair of trousers, pants or bottoms comprising the
patient garment of FIG. 3 in a fourth opened up configuration
as viewed from the left hand side.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
EMBODIMENTS

0036. There will now be described by way of example a
specific mode contemplated by the inventors. In the following
description numerous specific details are set forth in order to
provide a thorough understanding. It will be apparent how
ever, to one skilled in the art, that the present invention may be
practiced without limitation to these specific details. In other
instances, well known methods and structures have not been

described in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure the
description.
0037. In the following description, drawings are shown of
a garment, in which a user or wearer of the garment is not
shown, so as not to obscure details of the garment itself.
However, various features of the garments are described with
reference to features of the human body of patient or wearer,
as will be understood by the person skilled in the art. Refer
ences to anatomical parts of a patient, wearer or user are to be
understood to apply to the corresponding respective parts of
the garment which lie adjacent those anatomical parts when
the garment is being worn, for ease of understanding.
0038 Referring to FIG.3 herein there is illustrated sche
matically in front view, a patient garment according to a first
specific embodiment.
0039. The patient garment comprises a top, shirt or jacket
300 (hereinafter referred to as a top), and a pair of trousers,
pants or bottoms 400 (hereinafter referred to as bottoms).
0040. The top comprises a rear panel 301 having an upper
perimeter extending from the shoulders and the nape of the
neck, to a lower perimeter near the wearer’s waist; a left front
panel 302 extending from the wearer's left side, under their
left arm, across the body to the wearer's right hip and diago
nally across the chest; a right panel 303 extending across the
wearer's body from the wearer’s right shoulder, and right
underarm, across the body to the wearer's left side at a posi
tion under the left arm and near the left hip; a left sleeve 304
connected to the rear panel and the left front panel; and a right
sleeve 305 joined to a right hand side of the rear panel and to
the front right panel.
0041. It will be understood by the person skilled in the art
that the top 300 can also be produced in the opposite sense,
that is, wherein the left front panel overlaps the right front
panel, in an alternative embodiment.
0042. In visual appearance, the top 300 resembles a short
sleeved kimono style shirt.
0043. The front left portion and the rear portion are pref
erably permanently connected to each other at a position
underneath the left sleeve, and similarly, the front right panel
and the right portion of the rear panel are preferably con
nected to each other at a position underneath the right sleeve.
This allows the three main panels of the top to remain con
nected to each other for laundry, and avoids having the front
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left and rear panels of different tops becoming mixed up with
each other. Also, if the garment is to be incinerated, then all
three garments of the panel can remain attached to each other
to be taken away for incineration.
0044. In other embodiments, the front right panel and/or
front left panel may be completely detachable from each
other and from the rear panel.
0045. As shown in FIG. 4herein, for the top, the peripheral
regions of the front left panel 302 are detachably connected to
peripheral regions of the rear panel 301 by separable or
detachable seams. Similarly, peripheral regions of the right
front panel 303 are detachably connected to other peripheral
regions of the rear panel 301, so that the top has detachable
seams allowing health care workers easy access to the side of
the chest, the area around the neck and clavicle, the left arm

and the right arm, and to the patient's shoulder and back area,
by detaching the corresponding seams. Individual seams can
be detached without the need to detach other seams, to allow

easy access for examination and treatment of the patients
upper body.
0046 Referring to FIG.4 herein for the top 300, an upper
left shoulder part of the left front panel is attached at an upper
left shoulder end of the rear panel 301 by a left shoulder seam
306, and the sleeve portion of the left front panel is attached
to the rear left sleeve portion 304 of the rear panel by a left
sleeve seam 307. A left underarm seam 308 connects a left

peripheral portion of the rear panel 301 to a left peripheral
region of the left front panel 302.
0047 Similarly, a right shoulder seam 309 connects an
upper edge of the right front panel 303 to an upper edge of the
rear panel 301 on the right hand side of the wearer, and a right
sleeve seam 310 connects a front panel of the right sleeve 305
to a sleeve panel 311 of the rear panel 301. A right hand edge
of the rear panel 301 is connected to a right hand edge of the
right front panel, by a right under arm seam 312.
0048 All seams are easily separable and re-attachable
using the patient's or a hospital workers thumbs and fingers,
and without excessive force or excessive movement, which

may disturban injured patient who may be in pain.
0049. Each seam comprises a near edge peripheral region
of a first panel, for example the rear panel, which has a first
attachment means, for example part of a hook and eye fasten
ing Such as a VelcroR fastening, or buttons, or a button hole,
and a near edge peripheral region of the other panel, for
example a front panel, which has a corresponding opposite
attachment means, such as an opposite sense VelcroR. Strip or
an opposite buttonhole or button. In the best mode, the seams
are attached by VelcroR pads attached on either side of the
SCall.

0050 Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4 herein, the bottoms or
trousers 400 comprise a left leg 401 and a right leg 402. The
right leg comprises a front panel 403 extending from a posi
tion between the wearer's front center line and the wearer's

left hip, and from the left hip, across the wearer's groin and
extending down the wearer's right leg, and a rear panel 404
extending from a center line on the wearer's rear buttocks,
and from the wearer's hip, down the rear of the right leg,
towards the wearers ankle.

0051. The left leg 401 comprises a front panel 405 extend
ing from the wearer’s right hip, and from the wearer's waist
line at a position between the wearers front center line and
the wearer’s right hip down to the wearer's left ankle and
extending across a front of the wearer's left leg; and a rear left
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panel 406 extending from a center line down the wearer's
body covering the left buttock and extending down the rear of
the left leg.
0.052 A detachable and re-attachable left hand seam 407
connects a left edge of the left front panel 405 to a left edge of
the left rear panel 406. The left front panel 405 comprises, at
its upper left edge, an extending waist tab 408, having a
Velcro(R) type strip 409, for attaching the upper edge of the left
front panel to a left upper corner of the left rear panel 406, to
form a continuation waistband between the rear panel and the
front left panel.
0053 Similarly, the right front panel 403 has a right hand
edge at which is positioned a right hand seam 410 extending
from the wearer’s waist, down to the bottom of the right leg,
and which is detachable and re-attachable. At the upper right
hand corner of the right front panel 403, there is positioned a
right waist tab 411, which overlaps with a right hand upper
corner of the rear panel, and attaches therewith by means of
VelcroR or like fastening means, to form a continuation of a
waistband around the wearer's waist. In the center of the rear

panel at the upper end, there is an elasticated waist strip 412.
0054 The rear panel of the trousers, at its upper edge, an
elasticated waistband 412, so that the trousers, whilst being
comfortable, can be worn without the need for a belt, and

without accidentally falling down.
0055 For the trousers, the rear panel is preferably perma
nently connected to the front left leg panel at the crotch
position and down the inside left leg, and similarly, the front
right leg panel is connected to the rear panel at the crotch
region and down the inside right left.
0056 Referring to FIG.5 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in the top in opened out view. As shown in FIG. 5,
the top can be opened out when worn, by Swinging the right
front panel 303 across the wearer's body, and swinging the
left front panel 302 across the wearer's body to expose the
stomach and chest, as with a conventional kimonotype gar
ment.

0057 Referring to FIG. 6 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in view from the front, the top 300, opened to give
access to the wearer’s right shoulder and right upper arm. The
upper seam 309 of the front right panel, and the upper seam
310 of the right sleeve detach from the corresponding respec
tive upper edge regions of the right hand side of the back
panel, folding downwards to allow access to the wearer's
right shoulder, right collar bone, the right hand side of the
neck, and the upper portion of the wearer's right arm.
0058 Similarly, the upper portion of the left front panel
302 may also be detached at the left shoulder seam 306 and
left seam sleeve 307 to expose the left clavicle, the left shoul
der and upper arm, and the patient’s left neck.
0059 Referring to FIG.7 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically the top 300 opened up to allow access to the hip and
abdominal region of a patient wearing the top. The lower part
of the right seam 312 of the right front panel can be detached
from the lower part of the right hand seam of the rear panel,
and similarly, the left hand seam308 of the left front panel can
be detached from the corresponding left hand seam of the rear
panel, so that both the front and rear panels can be folded
upwardly across a line Substantially across the wearer's body,
to expose the wearer's abdomen and hip area.
0060 Referring to FIG.8 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically the trousers, pants or bottoms 400, showing access
to the groin region of the wearer. An upper Substantially
triangular portion of the right front panel can be folded over
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forwardly or outwardly across a line extending from the
crotch to a position adjacent the wearer's right hip. Similarly,
an upper portion of the left front panel can be folded out
wardly, about a second line extending Substantially from the
wearer's crotch adjacent the wearer's left hip, so that with
both panels folded outwardly, the wearer's groin region is
exposed.
0061 Referring to FIG.9 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in view from the front, the bottoms 400 in a second
opened out configuration to expose the wearer's hip and groin
area. In this configuration, the wearer may either be standing
up, or (more likely) lying in the Supine position on a bed or
table. The upper portions of both the front left leg panel and
front right leg panel are detached from the corresponding
respective rear left and right leg panels by separating the
external side seams, allowing the upper parts of the two front
panels to fold downwardly along a fold line substantially
across the top of the wearer's legs. As shown in FIG.9, there
are first and second hook and eye Velcro(R) type attachment
pads 900, 901 on each of the respective left and right front
panels which attach to corresponding VelcroR pads on the
waist portion of the rear panel. An outer seam of the left front
panel is detached from a corresponding outer seam of the left
rear panel. Similarly, an outer seam of the right front panel
detaches from an outer seam at the right hand side of the rear
panel, by detaching the Velcro(R) or other like fastenings from
each other. After examination or treatment, the panel can
simply be folded over the wearer's lower abdomen, hip and
groin area, and the left and right seams 902,903,904 and 905
being reconnected manually.
0062 Referring to FIG. 10 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in view from the left hand side, the bottoms 400. As
shown in view from the side, the rear left panel 406 extends
from the wearer's ankle up to their waist, and is connected to
the left front panel 405 of the trousers. An upper portion of the
right front panel 403 is shown connected adjacent the wear
er's waist on the left hand side of their body. An outer seam
407 extending from the wearer's hip down to the wearer's
ankle connects the left rear portion 404 and the left right panel
403 using one or a plurality of fasteners 1000, 1001, 1002 and
1003 which can be detached or re-attached easily by a nurse's
or other medical practitioner's hands.
0063 Ideally, separable seams are fastened by a type of
fastener which can be easily manipulated without the need for
excessive manual pressure or forcing, which may disturb the
patient, for example with an injury. Typically, VelcroR), but
tons, plastic press studs, Zip fastenings or similar fastenings
may be employed. In some embodiments, metal press studs or
buttons may be employed, however preferably the material
used for the fastenings would be non-metallic, so as not to
show up on or interfere with X-ray procedures.
0064 Referring to FIG. 11 herein, there is illustrated sche
matically in view from the left hand side, the trousers or
bottoms 400, with the upright separable seam 407 between
the outer portion of the left front panel and the outside of the
left rear panel separated, but retaining the attachment of the
upper part of the left front panel with the upper part of the left
rear panel, so as to form a continuous waistband around the
wearer’s waist. As shown, this exposes substantially all of the
wearer's left leg from the hip downwards, by folding the front
left panel forward. Similarly, although not shown in FIG. 11,
the left rear panel can also be folded away from the wearer's
leg in order to give access to the side and rear of the wearer's
left leg.
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0065. Similarly, the outer seam of the right hand leg may
be detached to allow inspection of the right leg.
0066 Referring to FIG. 12 herein there is illustrated sche
matically opening of the left leg of the trousers, for inspection
of the whole of the wearer's left leg (leg not shown in FIG.
12). In this configuration, the seam extending along the out
side of the left leg is fully detached so that the seam on the
outside of the left front panel is fully detached from the outer
seam on the leg portion of the back rear panel. This allows the
left front panel to be fully folded forward exposing the front
portion of the wearer's left leg, and similarly, the left portion
of the back panel can be also folded backwards, to expose the
rear of the wearer's left leg, and the rear part of the wearer's
buttock.

0067. The right hand side of the trousers opens out simi
larly as the left hand side as shown in FIGS. 11 and 12.
0068 Preferably The three main panels of the trousers
remain connected to each other at the crotch position, so that
if the trousers are sent for laundry, different left and right
portions of different garments do not get mixed up with each
other. This avoids panels from different sizes of garments
being mixed up with each other, as well as providing for
traceability for infection control. Also, the three panels of the
garment remain attached to each other when the garment is
sent for destruction/incineration.

0069. In other embodiments of the bottoms 400, the back
panel front left panel and front right panel may be completely
detachable from each other and from the rear panel.
1-15. (canceled)
16. A garment for healthcare use, said garment comprising
at least one rear panel;
at least two front panels; and
a plurality of releasable seams, positioned along peripheral
regions of said at least one rear panel and said at least two
front panels for releasably connecting said at least two
front panels to said at least one rear panel; wherein
each of the at least two front panels is permanently con
nected to the at least one rear panel at at least one posi
tion;

at least a portion of one the front panels overlaps the other;
and

said rear and front panels each comprise a plurality of flaps
or regions which can be folded over when in use as worn
by a wearer, to expose different areas of said wearer's
body.
17. The garment as claimed in claim 16, wherein a said
releasable seam comprises
a first seam area positioned at a peripheral region of a said
panel; and
a second seam area positioned at a peripheral region of
another said panel, wherein said first and second seam
areas are attachable to each other and detachable from
each other.

18. A garment according to claim 16 for covering an upper
part of a wearer's body, wherein:
the at least one rear panel is for extending across a wearer's
back;

a first of the at least two front panels is for extending across
a wearer's body from a left hand side of the body to a
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right hand side of the body, said first panel extending
from a wearer's left shoulder to a wearer’s right hip
region; and
a second of the at least two front panels is for extending
from a right hand side of the wearer's body, and extend
ing from the wearer’s right hand shoulder to a position
overlapping at least a portion of said first front panel.
19. The garment as claimed in claim 18, wherein said first
front panel extends from a said wearer's left hand side across
a central portion of the body to the wearer's hip.
20. The garment as claimed in claim 18, wherein said
second front panel extends from a position on the right hand
side of said wearer, across said wearer's body to a position
adjacent said wearer's left hip.
21. The garment as claimed in claim 18, wherein each of
the first and second front panels is permanently connected to
the at least one rear panel at an under-arm position.
22. The garment as claimed in claim 18, comprising a shirt,
or top, or jacket.
23. A garment according to claim 16 for covering a lower
part of a wearer's body, wherein:
the at least one rear panel has first and second leg portions;
a first of the at least two front panels is a first leg panel
attachable and detachable from said first leg portions:
and

a second of the at least two front panels is a second leg
panel attachable and detachable from said second rear
leg portion.
24. The garment as claimed in claim 23, wherein:
each of the first and second leg panel has an upper edge, a
lower edge and an outer edge; and
the rear panel has an upper waist region, and first and
second leg regions; and an upper edge and first and
second outer edges;
wherein an outer edge of said first leg panel is releasably
connectable to an outer edge of said rear panel; and
an outer edge of said second leg panel is releasably con
nected to a corresponding outer edge of said rear panel.
25. The garment as claimed in claim 23, wherein said rear
panel incorporates an elasticated waist band.
26. The garment as claimed in claim 23, wherein an upper
portion of said first leg panel extends, in use, across an upper
portion of said second leg panel.
27. The garment as claimed in claim 26, wherein the upper
portion of said first leg panel is a substantially triangular
portion of the front panel overlapping the second leg panel,
which can be folded over forwardly or outwardly across a line
extending from the crotch to a position adjacent the wearer's
right hip.
28. The garment as claimed in claim 27, wherein the upper
portion of said second leg panel overlapped by the first leg
panel can be folded outwardly about a line extending Substan
tially from the wearer's crotch adjacent the wearer's left hip,
whereby the wearer's groin region is exposed when both
upper portions are folded outwardly.
29. The garment as claimed in claim 23, comprising a pair
of trousers.

30. A garment according to any of claims 16, wherein each
releasable seam comprises a hook and eye fastening.
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